Draft Charge

Reimagine the traditional SPF in a manner that:

- **Represents our promises** to students and families and across schools about the baseline outcomes we will create for students;

- **Centralizes equity**, as equity represents our most important work going forward;

- **Simplifies measures** to the maximum extent possible and creates a tool that is easier to understand;

- **Is unifying** across school models and governance types.

Individual think time:
- **Underline** what is resonating,
- **Circle** words or phrases where there are questions
- **Note** what seems missing
Anticipated Topics

- Understanding DPS and State SPF's & Federal Mandates
- Whole Child & School Culture
- Early Literacy
- Growth and Grade-Level Achievement
- New Graduation Requirements
- Academic Gaps and Broader Equity Measures

Individual Reflection
- What topics interest you?
- What questions do you have? What topics do you need to know more about?
- What’s missing from this list of topics?